
Have you got a grandma 
or a grandpa?



How old is she/he?



Can she/he use a mobile 
phone?















How can we teach old 
people to use  smart 

phones?



How can you describe the 
care assistant?



What was the point of 
the movie?



Science Project

The Olympics





1- What are the Olympics?
2- How often do the Olympics happen?
3- What kind of sports are in the Olympics?
4- Which sports are include in the summer/winter  the Olympics?

5- Are there special symbols for the Olympic?
6- What is the meaning of the Olympic Rings?

7- Who organizes the Olympic?



The Olympics are a big international sports event where 

athletes from different 

Countries come together to compete .Winners get medals –

gold, silver ,or bronze - as a reward .

The Olympics happen every four years.

In the Olympics, athletes play different games like running 

,swimming , jumping  ,and more.



The summer Olympics include sports like athletics , swimming, 

soccer, basketball, and gymnastics.

The winter Olympics include  sports like skiing , snowboarding, ice 

hockey, and bobsleigh.

The Olympic rings and the Olympic flame are special symbols . The 

Olympics symbol represents the five countries –Africa,

the Americas

Asia, Europe, and Oceania. They use the colors blue ,yellow , black 

, green , and red because these colors are on almost all 

The flags of the countries in the world .It reminds us of friendship 

and togetherness.

The International olypic committee (IOC)organizes the Olympics. 
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The winter Olympics include  sports like skiing 
,snowboarding , ice hockey, and bobsleigh.

The Olympic rings and  the Olympic flame are 
special symbols . The Olympics symbol represents 
the five countries –Africa,
the Americas
Asia,Europe,and oceania.They use the colors 
blue,yellow,black,green,and red because these 
colors are on almost all 
The flags of the countries in the world .It reminds 
us of friendship and togetherness.
The International olympic committee 

(IOC)organizesthe Olympics. 




